We present a novel classifier based upon principles of logic-theoretic Boolean function minimization. The classifier, called Circle, recursively produces a set of implicants (or rUles). The implicant set contains i n formation not only about the presence of features, but also about their absence in determining class values.
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Introduction
One of the hallmarks of intelligence is the abil ity to classify things-to find some overarching properties that do a reasonably good job at ex plaining or determining how things are grouped together[l, 2, 3].
Formally, we arc presented with a set of feature value, class label pairs {(Xl, yd, (X2, Y2), ... , (Xn, Yn)}· Each Xi denotes a list of values (features) to be used in creating a classi fier. The Yi represent a prior knowledge of what class the respective Xi belongs to. This is the often used ex pression "supervised learning", since we are provided with the correct class. For this discussion we assume that a particular list of features maps functionally to a class label.
In our current research[4]' we are inundated with categorical data. We have been struck the by the fact that a novel, useful way to begin thinking about this data was not solely statistically, but logically. One of the things that caught our attention was the work in Boolean circuit minimization. Begun some 50 years ago and discovered independently by sev eral different people, the ability to find an equivalent, There are two classes, ° (false), 1 (true); sometimes * (don't care) is included, but this can be inter preted as no class is specified. The task is to find an equivalent 9 : {O, l}k -+ {O, I} that classifies the inputs much more efficiently. In its simplest form, 'J:y + xy = x(y + y) = x, where x and y are Boolean feature values.
We develop a little notation to explore this further. times "don't cares." The method is to circle all the 1s, while drawing circles as large as possihle avoid ing cells that. do not explicitly contain 1. Once the circling is complete, we simply produce the sum of products, where product is the most gelleral descrip tion of a circle. Consider, for example, the Boolean function in Fig. 1 . The K-map is shown in Fig. 2 .
Because graphical methods become quite clumsy beyond a few variables and they are problematic to t.o create procedurally, we can rely on millimizing SOPs using the Quine-McCluskey method[6J. Essentially the method involves grouping the conjuncts as small material implications called "implicant.s." The conse quent is 1, so one need only consider the antecedent.
Then iterating over this group, a new implicant is added if there are two other implicants that differ by a single Boolean value. The new implicant is identical to the other two, except a "don't care" symbol * is placed at the point where they differ. When this itera tive is complete, the next phase is to judiciously pick so-called "prime implicants"-implicants that cannot be combined with other implicants-so that the origi nal conjuncts are covered.
From this, we were inspired to create a logic theoretic classifier called circle (named for the task).
We then created a full implementation, freely avail able, and are currently in the process of adding op timizations. We have begun testing Circle on both synthetic datasets and bioinformatic data that we are currently working with. 
Circle via c-maps
We will first introduce the Circle classifier graphically.
As mentioned in the introduction, having been in spired by work in Boolean circuit minimization, we thought it natural and appealing to present Circle similarly. We will be using the relation History in Fig.3 . These values represent patient histories at a fictitious hospital. We are interested in the Prognosis of the patient, given his or her Treatment, Symptoms, Age, and Sex. The PID is nothing more than an iden tifier to make discussion easier. We create a grid called a classifier··map or c-map. A c-map is shown in Fig. 6 (a). After creating this collection of cells, each tuple is placed somewhere on the c-rnap. Once this is done, the 0 is placed in the remaining unoccupied cells. This has been done in Fig. 6 (a). Our task is then to circle the largest collection of cells that contain the same kind of class values, incorporating any cells with 0. A few conditions must be adhered to during the circling: (i) the circled cells must form a rectangle; (ii) they must contain the same kind of class values; (iii) the number of circled cells must be a power of two; and (iv) the circle can span opposite edges. In Fig. 6(b) we have shown the progressive correct circling, beginning with tuple t23 as a finely dotted lIne. Once we have completed circling, the next step is to describe the circles via the essential indices. These are attribute values that index the circle using posi tively or negatively, but not both. In the case of the first circle we found, we see that X and male are essen tial. Conjoining these two negative values gives the rule Treatment i X 1\ Sex i male::::} sick. The entire set of rules found by circling is shown below: 
The classifier is
Prognosis.
Suppose there is an additional tuple t99 = (Z, cough, adult, male, sick). Using our original c map, we can placed it and the other nine tuples along with 0 as shown in Fig.6 
(d). Conjoining this infor mation to the original circl� gives the rules:
Age oF young /I. Sex =: male /I. Age oF old * sick
We assume a relation r over a set of attributes R.
From R we distinguish a single attribute C as the clas sifier and the remaining attributes {AI, A2, •.. ,An} as features. Thus, R = {AI, ... , An} U {C}. C con tains the class values (classes), and the remaining attributes are the means of achieving the classifica tion. For the initial portion of the paper, we will use the relation History in Fig.3 termined. The valuation depends upon an arbitrary, but fixed tuple t E r and a minterm a. Each of the n symbols in the minterm uniquely corresponds to a feature attribute, e.g. the first symbol al corresponds to AI, the second 02 to A2, etc. We achieve a valua tion of feature attributes by associating a tuple t E r and minterrn a as a pair (t, a) in the following way.
• If a, = 1, then the corresponding attribute value is t.Ai;
• If a; = 0, then the corresponding value is any value from the active domain except t.Ai;
• If ai = *, then the corresponding value is any value from the active domain. Circle's objective is to determine the smallest sub set of prime implicants that will cover the classes. Cir cle achieves this by a level wise algorithm that itera tively produces weaker, though consistent, implicants.
After the production of implicants is exhausted, the prime implicants are collected. This set of prime im plicants contains both essential and redundant prime implicants. The algorithm ends by selecting prime implicants to cover the remaining tuples not covered by the essential prime implicants. In the case that a cover is ambiguous, Circle is recursively applied to those tuples belonging to the cover. We Can move toward a monotonic rule set by treat ing the negative features as relative complement. We call this rule set "mid-monotonic" for lack of a better term. For the original rule set above we have
What is interesting to observe is that though these rules capture all the instances, they are over-specified 
Although not appropriate to discuss fully here, we believe each of these different kinds of rule sets have something potentially interesting and important to say about the instanccs. The last rule set is, of course, monotonic with the addition of new instances, pro viding that ambiguity is not created. We thought it interesting to juxtapose Circle's sets of classifiers to those generated by ID3 [7] · a decision tree based on information gain (entropy) ami a.'>Sociation rules [8] .
Observe there are some differences, not the least of which is presentation. Certainly how the classifier is to be used would determine which, if any, are deemed best. In our opinion, using several classifiers is prob ably the best approach to most problems.
Circle Algorithm and Imple mentation
The design of Circle is· based on a core algo rithm that we call CoreCircle, which takes a re lation R as the parameter, and returns a set of rules that cover R. As before, R has the structure R < id, Al, A2, ... , Ak, Ac >, where each row has an identifying attribute, k attributes on which cluster ing is to be created, and the cla.'>sifier attribute Ac. Figure 7 shows the Core Circle algorithm. For the al gorithm, and implicant is of the form (t, bIb"! ... bk, r'), where t E r, btb2 .•• bk is a minterm where bi E {a, 1, *}, and r' � r. We assume for this algorithm that A and Ac are fixed and ordered. jl '" 26,cured Circle is implemented in Java, configurable to use any JDBC-compliant database in the backend (or ODBC compliant databases using Sun's JDBC ODBC bridge ). The system was tested with Microsoft Access, Microsoft. SQL server, and Oracle. The cur rent implementation is configurable through a configuration file which could be specified from the com mand line, or set up using a simple web interface l .
Development of a fully configurable web-based appli cation is part of the future enhancements. 
